
Developing a
Winning Data
Strategy with

TESCHGlobal and
AWS 



Access to Online Support Portal for ticket management

Dedicated Customer Support Personnel

Defined Protocols for Response Time, Update Frequency, and Support Mode for all

support levels (Mission Critical, Urgent, High, Medium, Low)

Clear and Concise Support Guidelines

Managing enterprise technology is time-consuming, requires deep technical knowledge, and

depends on specialized staff who are not always available to organizations. TESCHGlobal’s

US-based team offers managed services to give organizations a comprehensive and

operational managed IT service. We call it Flare Support.

TG’s Flare Support provides:

About AWS Partner offering  

Benefits 

Drive innovation with integrated
data
Create an end-to-end data strategy that
drives innovation with a comprehensive
suite of data services that cater to
multiple uses cases and workloads.

Standard Support is available as
needed through an online ticketing
portal. 
Tickets are addressed during standard
business hours. Weekday proactive
monitoring services for; critical
applications, infrastructure support in
any cloud, and network management. 

Critical Support adds peace of
mind with 24/7 phone support. 
When mission-critical issues occur, our
team will be reachable in a faster, more
convenient way for you. 

Create a future-proof
data strategy with

AWS
Putting data at the center of your

organization requires tools that make it
simpler to integrate, connect, and

manage vast amounts of data sets. To
help you make the most of your data—

no matter the scale and variety—
Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides
a comprehensive set of services that
are essential to gaining a complete

picture of your business and customers.
Quickly and securely find, access, and
share data when you need it, support
robust data governance, and generate

predictive insights with artificial
intelligence and machine learning
(AI/ML). AWS helps organizations
around the world build a dynamic,

future-proof data strategy that
accelerates innovation.



Maximize the

business value of

data

More than 1.5 million customers choose

AWS to solve the most complex data

problems in the world. AWS helps

organizations harness the value of data with

a comprehensive set of services across the

data journey from storing, querying, and

analyzing data to putting that data into

action through business intelligence,

machine learning (ML), and generative

artificial intelligence (generative AI). AWS

also helps organizations integrate data

across sources and tools for cataloging and

governing data. From gaining a complete

view of your customers and optimizing the

supply chain to making data-driven

decisions and building modern applications,

AWS continuously innovates so that you

always have the data tools you need with

the right price performance for your use

case. These tools and services help

organizations reimagine processes to

improve customer experience, optimize

operations, reduce operational risks, and

discover new products. Use this data to

create ML predictions and business insights

in near real-time to help improve the quality

of decisions. AWS makes the complexities

of data management easier, so you spend

less time managing data and the underlying

infrastructure, and more time getting value

from it.

AWS Partner

Promotion 
Through our partnership with AWS, we are

able to deliver value to our customers that

is attentive, responsive, thorough, and

timely. Our service offerings include;

security and compliance, cloud migration,

governance, backup and restore, storage,

and network and content delivery.

Committed to excellence, TESCHGlobal

strives to provide a better understanding to

our customers so they can feel confidence

in their data configurations and beyond. 

Reinvent your
business with data
Make better, faster decisions, create new
experiences, and optimize your business
with the power of data and machine
learning on AWS. 

Talk with an Expert 


